PC is a member of the HELIN (Higher Education Library Information Networkhttp://library.uri.edu/screens/libinfo.html), a vibrant and stable consortium of ten higher education institutional and fifteen health science, law and other special libraries.
PC is a full collaborative participant in HELIN's III/Innovative Interfaces Inc., Encore discovery catalog (http://library.uri.edu/), which provides patrons with faceted, granular search capabilities and prompt-delivery (one-to two-day) access to approximately six million volumes. PC shares numerous resource tools with HELIN: III's ERM, Serials Solutions resolver, and the BePress' Digital Commons repository tool (http://helindigitalcommons.org/ and http://digitalcommons.providence.edu/). The PC library houses approximately 380,000 paper and microform volumes, owns approximately 230,000 electronic volumes (primarily seventeenth-to-nineteenth century titles, e.g., the READEX Evans collections, Eighteenth Century Collections Online, etc.), and numerous electronic newspaper resources (including several series of the Early American Newspapers collection). PC subscribes to over 37,000 full-text electronic serials and over 1,000 paper/microform journals.
Type of Commons Model: Library+Commons. Models - Beagle, et al (2006, 4 and 50f.) , and Bailey-Tierney (2008, 1ff.)  organic -developed and evolving naturally based on local library and institutional culture, needs, change-readiness; emerging in increments as opportunities emerge, at a pace, at costs and to degrees apropos institutional resources  hybrid -seamless blend of IC-LC services/resources, of new/high-tech ↔ traditional/high-touch  infused -the blend of IC-LC services/resources is pushed out explicitly or implicitly into, and distributed among, all aspects of the physical and virtual library.
The PC Library+Commons incorporates all the resources and characteristics of IC Levels I and II, as well as some from LC III and IV, distributed throughout the entire library.
Planning and implementation have evolved in an organic, improvisational and more informal fashion. Rather than the more common approach of explicit and staged strategic planning and tactical implementation of a Commons (IC I or II, LC III or IV), PC has pursued a more gradual, informal, incremental, an almost "stealth" approach to our Library+Commons planning and implementation. Rather than formally planning, designing and implementing IC/LC components, resources and services, we have organically developed and distributed many of these services and resources in a tiered fashion (simple/basic tier I to complex/advanced tier V) throughout the entire library.
With a clear understanding of the multifaceted Commons models, we have adapted and applied these models as organizing principles, as a framework, as scaffolding, to build our Commons piece-by-piece, as opportunities have arisen (somewhat like working to complete a puzzle, a drawing, a painting or a sculpture, when one has the spirit, character and structure of the whole clearly in mind - Bailey, 2009, 17-20) .
We have used extensively cross-trained, cross-functional library staff from all groups (professionals, support and student staff) and retrofitted, renovated and redesigned spaces and furnishings of all types and sizes to provide IC-LC resources and services throughout the library. We have repurposed and used internal staff and resources instead of developing formal (memorandum-of-understanding / MOA) partnerships with outside areas (like IT), instead of bringing outside staff and resources into the library to provide resources and services. Rather than developing formal partnerships (more strategic contractual relationships, including MOA's) to build our Commons, we have focused on more informal, implicit (strategic or tactical and ongoing) and serendipitous, incidental (strategic, tactical or merely operational) relationships and collaborations (with, e.g., IT, Instructional Technology, the Center for Teaching Excellence, Media Services, the Office of Academic Services and Writing Center).
This approach has allowed us to create technology and teaching-learning-research resources, which are similar to those provided by external collaborative partners, and to infuse these resources into, and distribute these in a tiered fashion throughout, the library using enhanced library spaces and restructured, cross-functional staffing. We have adapted the scaffolding models of external (to the library) service and resource providers to create those same services and resources on a less grand, less complex level in the Librry+Commons (Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner used the spiral metaphor to demonstrate identical concepts and structures in tiered, taxonomic relationships - Bailey, 2009, 16-20) .
We conceive of and apply the Commons as an organizing principle for our patrons, partners, services, resources, tools, spaces and activities to:
• Provide the most direct, positive impact on excellence of patron services
• Focus primarily on patron needs as they evolve
• Provide a seamlessly integrated (from the patron's perspective) continuum of services, tools, systems and resources, in-facility and on the Web o Fifteen additional, comfortable patron chairs and barstools helped to transform the patron-unfriendly (patron must stand) reference and circulation desks into patron-friendly stations (Bailey, 2009, 22) . We are now adding a second, multimedia digital repository (ContentPro) as well as metadata harvesting tools (for Digital Commons and ContentPro), with the metadata to be harvested and presented in our Encore faceted discovery catalog. We cultivated and grew the Commons organically in increments, in this serendipitous case, as a virtual repository.
All-Staff Research Trip -As we were launching our Digital Commons repository, we continued to cultivate and grow the Library+Commons in the physical library facility.
We developed a plan to increase staff field research site visit of a model Learning (Bailey, 2009, 23-27 The Library+Commons staff are now sponsoring and putting on a PC Library+Commons internal conference, under the rubric "unconference"
(http://www.unconference.net/). It will be professional but informal and include all staff.
We are inviting all interested staff, including SCA's, to submit a proposal on the idea/topic they'd like to present. The presentation will be short (often referred to as lightning rounds), with the outcome being a collaborative information/sharing, show-andtell, awareness generation experience for all staff (staff to staff, staff to student, student to staff, etc.). The PC Library+Commons Unconference will be scheduled to complement the fall semester SCA training sessions, and our state-wide HELIN colleagues will be invited to attend. Ever more such productive ideas flow from Library+Commons staff, revealing the growth of ever greater sense of common responsibility and authority for the Library+Commons.
Evolution and Future of Library+Commons
The Library+Commons retains much of the College's traditional character and spirit seamlessly integrated with new and evolving infusions of technology and services.
In addition to current resources, services and tools, the Library+Commons will: Digital Repositories -We plan to grow our digital repositories (Digital Commons and ContentPro), both of which have very large capacity (storage, searchability and retrieval)
as well as open-access and SUSHI-compliance. These will allow us to digitize and to provide ongoing access to the ca. 80% of our intellectual capital, which is now lost and inaccessible. With our digital services program, we intend to facilitate in the Commons teaching and learning "moments" and opportunities for all of our patrons to become ever more conversant and facile with all aspects of the digital world: selecting useful materials for digitization; administering taxonomies and ontologies to create collections and make them optimally searchable and usable; acquire facility with the tools, such as flatbed, cradle, stack-feed, scanners, digital camera tools, multilingual OCR like ABBYY and Omnipage; to become proficient in format transferral; to develop competency with robust productivity software such as the Adobe Creative Suite and Final Cut Pro.
Virtual Commons -We also intend to expand the Commons concept effectively to our Web presence. With our new Content Management System, we intend to create the virtual, Web-based portion of the Commons in such a way that the Virtual and Physical
Library+Commons interact dynamically, with dynamic referrals between the two realms
